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From "Fresh" to Senior
there is ever need of proper dress. We cater especially
to the clothing needs ol college men— do particular
custom work for the hard-to-please—and have in stock
at all times a splendid line of very newest Furnishings.
Our new location --26 State Street—is just below
the East Side drug store. We're easy to find and we're
always glad to have callers.

PULLEN & COMPANY,

A Pt

Und(

26 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
•
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EXPk

3 famous Lines of Shoes
NOW CONTROLLED BY

BOMB DAILY GOMPIERGIR

JOHN CONNERS

Largest Circulation

40 MAIN ST., BANGOR.

RIGOR WEEKLY collimmia

First

The Celebrated Humanic Shoe,
Price, $4.00 Net.

Second

The Hathaway, Soule 8.r. Harrington.

The

in Maine.

The

OVER 28,000
CIRCULATION.

Third---The Celebratei Elite, $3.50 Shoes.
jiI

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Book and job Printing

ABOVE SHOES IN BANGOR.

Special inducements to U. of M. Students.

Office, Union Block, rlain Street

The

THE CAMPUS

The University of Maine
A Public Institution Maintained by the State and
General Government

Undergraduate Courses
are:

Classical, Latin-Scientific, Scientific, Chemical, Agricultural, Preparatory
Medical; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Pharmacy (4 years),
Pharmacy (2 years); Short and special Courses in Agriculture; Military Drill.

Expenses
for university fees, board and rooms, $176.50. Loans covering tuition, are
provided for needy students. A new dormitory for women. Rooms in the
dormitories are free.

The School of Law,
at Bangor, offers a course of three years.
resident, and six other instructors.

The tuition charge is $60. Three

The Faculty
includes 52 names; students number 355.

The Equipment
includes 18 buildings large and small, 9 well equipped laboratories, thc muscum,
the herbarium, the shops, and library.
For illustrated catalogue, and circulars, addre,;-:

A. W. HARRIS, President, Orono, Me.
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Lamp
1,19.., ht.

0
0

0
The light that's best and easiest for students'
eyes is that from a good lamp. We have
"B. & H." Central-draft Reading Lamps

0

"Berlin" Student Lamps
"Imperial" Student Lamps

flODERATE CHARGES.
PAINLESS DENTISTRY.
WARRANTED WORK.

SAWYER DENTAL CO.,
25 State St., Bangor, Me.
C. E. SAWYER, D. D. S., Manager.

Pub]

Star
Printing
Co.

o
And everything in lamp fixings for other
makes.

P. II. VOSE & CO.,
59 MAIN STREET,

BANGOR.

“Walk in and look around."
•

00.0000 0000000000

Vol. I.

Fine
CI

Mercantile

CHAS. F
J. A

Printing

Center Street,
over Fraser's

SOCIETY

Drug Store,
OLD TOWN, ME.
Clarence B. Swan.
Orman B. Fernandez.

AND
COLLEGE
PRINTING
A SPECIALTY

WALTER
WALES 1

000000000000

If you want to dress well and still not pay
extravagant prices, go to

3. Waterman,
161, 163, 165 Exchange St., Bangor,
where the largest stock of

Nobby Suits
AND

Overcoats
. . Can be Found at POPULAR PRICES.

DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS.

$3.50

Our line of MEN'S SHOES at three
We
fifty is well worth your looking over.
, havaim to keep the best sold at that price
have
ing them made specially for us. We
course
them in all leathers and styles. Of
from
we have other grades, ranging in price
one dollar to five.

PRNAL.D & CO.,

Terms
copies to
Add re
checks r
Orono, 11
Contri
earnestly
Nlanagin

H

R.
55 M A IN STREET, F3ANGO

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
FINE MILLINERY AND
FANCY GOODS.
PRICF-S ALL RIGHT.

W. H. HEALD,

flill St., Orono.

College Bred Hair
shai, e it—
Is our special delight. We like to cut it
yours in for
keep it well trimmed. Won't you bring
where the
us to work on? We're right in the square
cars stop.
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THE CAMPUS
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month during
the college year by the students of the
University of Maine.
EDITORIAL STAFF.
MANAGING EDITOR.
CLARENCE WARNER STOWELL, 'goo.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS.
CHAS. PERLEY GRAY, 1900.
J. ARTHUR HAYES, 1900.
JOSEPH ONON WHITCOMB, 1900.
FRED H. H. BOGART, 1901.
MAURICE BARNABY MERRILL, 1901.
SAMUEL DAY THOMPSON, 1901.
BYRON BODGE, 1902.
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of representative college tales similar to those
published by other colleges. We understand
that it is the intention of the author to make
these sketches the basis of such a book and we
congratulate him upon his enterprise. THE
CAMPUS WOUld be pleased to receive sketches of
a similar nature from any of the alumni.

HERE was at one time a press club
organized here. We read of its existence in former days but all traces of it
have disappeared at the present time. There
ART EDITOR.
certainly should be a flourishing press club in
LEON HERBERT HORNER, 1900.
this institution, composed of representatives of
all the leading papers of the state. At the
BUSINESS STAFF.
Business Mgr.
WALTER NEAL CARGILL, 1900,
present time only the Bangor papers publish
WALES ROGERS BARTLETT, 1901, Asst. Business Mgr.
any real news about the college and that news
Terms: $1.50 per year, strictly in advance; single
is apt to be spasmodic in its occurrence. As the
copies to cents.
promoting object of a press club is to keep the
Address all business communications and make all
Manager,
Business
Cargill,
N.
W.
to
checks payable
university in the public mind it seems that the
Orono, Me.
Contributions from undergraduates and alumni are
very small sacrifice of time and brain necessary
earnestly solicited. They should be addressed to the
to write out a weekly letter could be spared,
Managing Editor.
particularly so as items of interest about the
PRINTED BY J. P. BASS & CO.
college are so easy to obtain. Let us have a
press club, one that will be of great benefit to
EDITORIALS.
the university and to its members. Who will
HE past issues of THE CAMPUS have con- take the initiative in forming it?
tained two of the series of sketches
entitled, Old Time Sketches, by one of
HE outlook for the 19oo Prism is very
the "Gang." These sketches written by an
encouraging. The board of editors has
alumnus of the University of Maine are based
been hard at work for the past month
upon facts and portray the life of those crowds
of good fellows that exist in all colleges. We and it is expected that the annual will make its
feel sure that these tales will prove interesting appearance early in the spring. Manager Marto all and doubly so to those who may recognize tin will begin the work of securing subscripsome almost forgotten incident that happened tions soon. He hopes to secure a larger list of
during their own college days as students. subscribers among the student body than has
These sketches just mentioned are a long step been done in previous years. There is no
in the right direction toward making a volume reason why this should not be the case. The

T

T

T
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Prism is not a class enterprise alone, but one in
which the entire college is interested. It has
features of college life embodied in its pages
that can be found recorded in no other college
publication. It is, in many cases, taken as a
standard of the institution it represents, therefore, it behooves us to give the Prism our support by contributing to its makeup and
subscribing willingly for at least one copy.
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A. Hall, '02, will leave
shortly on a business trip to
the various colleges and"prep"
schools in Maine in the interests of the Hampden Publishing Co.
W.

HEN we have a good gymnasium and
drill hall, which we expect may soon
grace our campus, a portion of our
Hayes, 'oo, has been conmidwinter enthusiasm could be expended in an fined to his room the past ten days with a severe
in-door athletic meet and the supple and strong attack of the "grippe." A large number of
not musically inclined would have a chance to students have been more or less afflicted with
distinguish themselves. But this would be of this same disease.
small account compared to the actual benefit
The committee on the "Junior Prom" are
to the health of those who would enjoy the
privileges of a well equipped gymnasium under hard at work on the arrangements for that
event. It is proposed to make this year's
the direction of a competent instructor.
We believe that much of the prevailing ill- "Prom" even more successful than the last. An
ness could be avoided by some systematic announcement of the various committees, etc.,
exercise and although we lack accommodations is made in another column.
for suitable indoor work there is no time when
Mrs. E. A. Balentine has presented the unithe weather is so inclement as to prohibit all versity library with forty-five volumes from the
exercise.
private library of the late Prof. Walter Balentine.

W

HE mid-year examinations have come and
J. E. French has returned to resume his
gone and another term has begun with studies.
no change, of any importance, to mark
The Prism board was photographed by
its beginning. While the registration has not
Rasmdell & O'Halloran last Saturday.
increased, the number of students in attendance
F. L. Martin, business manager of the
is practically the same as that of last term.
We are pleased to make mention of a new Prism, has recently made a contract with C. H.
course, this semster, that in comparative Glass & Co., of Bangor, to print the i9oo
psychology, under Dr. Fernald. This course Prism. Mr. Glass' work on last year's annual
is of great value to every student, particularly was highly satisfactory.
to those who intend to teach, as it rounds out
There has been much recent discussion, in
and completes the course in psychology, logic educational associations and journals, in regard
and pedagogy so essential to that profession. to the admission of students to college. This
It is thought that this new course will be a touches not only the studies which should be
popular one with the student body.
taken as a test of the preparatory work, but the
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methodof making that test. At one time
practically all colleges in the United States
were accustomed to examine candidates for admission, but the method of certificates has
made a steady gain in public favor until it is
well established throughout the country, with
the exception of New England. Although
many New England colleges now admit
students on certificate from their instructors
for a probationary period, a few institutions
still require an examination in every case. The
system of certificates is used by three of the
Maine colleges 'and has been reduced to an
elaborate one by the University of Maine,
which belongs to the class of institutions that
was the first in the country to adopt this
method, which has always been that pursued by
the German universities.
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The next lecture in the Faculty course will
be delivered by Dr. Fernald Friday evening,
Feb. 9th, at 7.30, on the topic, "Two Phases
of Mental Growth." Two weeks from that
date Prof. Woods will give the third lecture on
the "What and Why of Experiment Stations;"
this lecture will be illustrated by lantern slides.

n the
alen-

A new course in comparative psychology
under Dr. Fernald is offered this term to members of the junior class.
The Musical clubs will give their annual
Bangor concert in the city hall on Friday evening, Feb. 2. Several new and attractive
numbers will be added to the programme. A
social dance will follow the concert. This will
be one of the most pleasant social events in
Bangor this season. Tickets are now on sale
and can be obtained from Manager Gray.
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Allen Rogers, instructor in chemistry, at the
University of Maine, has made 13 photographs
of eminent chemists, which have been framed
and will be hung in the large lecture room on
the second floor, in the halls, and elsewhere in
the chemical laboratory. The photographs are
made from enlargements of an excellent series

83

of steel engravings and include Liebig, Davy,
Lavoisier, Priestley and the like.
H. W. Kneeand, who has been seriously ill
with bronchitis, is rapidly recovering.
A. R. Tolford, 1901, has returned to college.
A comparison of the statistics of the Maine
colleges in the World almanac for 1900 with
that for 1898 shows a very satisfactory growth
in all of them in most respects. The faculty at
Bates has increased 3, Bowdoin 1, Colby 3, and
University of Maine I I, making the total as
follows: Bates 21, Bowdoin 32, Colby 18,
and University of Maine 50. The increase in
students varies from 20 at Bowdoin to 43 at the
University of Maine. The library of Bates has
grown 3000, Bowdoin 3000, Colby 2000. and
University of Maine 4733. The number of
living alumni at Bates is larger by 93, Bowdoin
32, Colby 67, and University of Maine 94: the
fact that Bowdoin and Colby have a large body
of older alumni, and the deaths that occur
among them, make their net increase smaller
that would otherwise be the case. Bowdoin
and the state university have made notable
additions to their income, the former having
grown $13,000 and the latter $10,460.
S. C. Dinsmore, 1903, recently spent a few
days at his home in Dover.
On Monday night, Jan. 14, the members of
the Beta House were entertained by a surprise
party arranged for E. B. Ross, 1902, by a number of Bangor young ladies. Dancing was
enjoyed during the evening and light refreshments were served.
H. H. Leathers, i9oo, was recently elected
second lieutenant of Co. G. N. G. S. M. He
has passed his examinations with great credit.
Sam Clark, 1901, has returned to college
after being absent several weeks on account of
illness.
E. W. Delano, 1902, recently spent a few
days at his home in Abbot village.
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D. H. Perkins, 1900, has returned from a
short business(?) trip to Dyer Brook.
J. 0. Whitcomb, 1900, has accepted an invitation to deliver the memorial address before
the George G. Davis post, No. 64, G. A. R., at
Brooks, Me., on Memorial day.
Members of the junior class must have their
photos ready for the Prism by February 15th.
On account of the illness of Prof. Harvey
there were no examinations in Invertebrate
Zoology, Cryptogamic Botany, Comparative
Vertebrate Zoology, and Geology.
The following men have been appointed to
represent the four classes in the series of interclass debates, which will occur early this term:
Seniors—Messrs. Judge, McDonald and Whitcomb. Sophomores—Messrs. Eldredge, Carr
and McCarthy, and French, alternate. No appointments have been made in the junior and
freshman classes.
Miss Edee Gammon,'03, has been obliged to
discontinue her studies on account of ill health.
For distinguished work in education, Dr.
M. C. Fernald has been chosen a member of the
American Social Science Association, which
includes membership in the National Institute
of Art, Science and Letters, made up of many
of the most prominent litterateurs of the
country.
A large number of students attended the production of the Dagger and the Cross by Robert
B. Mantell and his company at the Bangor
Opera House, Jan. 26.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity gave a social at
their fraternity house, Friday, Jan. 25. A large
number of Orono and Old Town young people
were in attendance.
By mistake the names of Mr. Walker and
Mr. Weston were omitted from the list of the
members of the new honorary society, published in the last issue of THE CAMPUS.

Frank McCullough, 1902, has been discharged from the Bangor hospital and is now
staying with friends in Bangor for a fen
weeks. He was on the campus last week and
intends to return to his studies in a short time.
Prof. Harvey will not be able to take charge
of his classes at the beginning of this term.
For the present Dr. Russell and Mr. Stover
NVill have his recitations.
Arrangements for the 1900 Junior Promenade are progressing very rapidly and if one
may judge from the enthusiasm manifested by
all concerned it would seem that the affair will
be fully as successful and brilliant as any of
previous years.
A meeting of the junior class was held a
short time ago and a committee as follows was
elected to take all arrangements in hand: G. E.
Goodwin, chairman; S. D. Thompson, A. H.
Robinson, L. H. Harvey, F. L. Martin. At
this meeting it was also decided that the
"Prom" should be held in Bangor City Hall,
following the example of last year's "Prom,"
the success of which was in a great measure
due to the hall in which it was held. Bangor
City Hall offers many advantages and all will
agree that no mistake has been made in the
selection of that place.
A meeting of the above committee has been
held and preliminary arrangements made. The
date of the "Prom" is Friday evening, March
2nd. Music will be furnished by seven pieces
of Pullen's orchestra. The floor manager is
S. D. Thompson; the aids are: Arthur Brown,
C. W. Bartlett, W. H. Boardman, L. M.
Swazey, E. J. Howe. The chief usher is A. H.
Robinson. The ushers are: E. I. Davis,
G. H. Davis, P. R. Keller, C. D. Harvey, F. M.
Davis, E. L. Watson, M. B. Merrill.
It has not been fully decided who will constitute the receiving committee but President
and Mrs. Harris and Dr. and Mrs. Fernald Vill
be four of the number. May all success attend
all developments relative to the "Prom."
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The editors of the 1901 Prism are now very
busy in the preparation of our college annual
and everything points to the issue of one of
the best books which has ever represented the
university. Many changes will appear, all of
which, it is hoped, will be in that line of improvement for which the university is fast
becoming noted.
A special feature of this year's book will be
an extensive history of the university from its
very beginning up to the present time, this, the
closing year of the nineteenth century. The
article will be written by those who have been
here during the space which the history covers
and cannot fail to be interesting to every
alumnus who has himself helped to make this
history what it is. The article will be illustrated by views of the grounds, buildings, etc.,
taken at different periods.
Heretofore the expense of publishing The
Prism has been met largely by the students,
But as the
who have subscribed liberally.
book becomes larger and more improvements
are made the cost must necessarily become
greater. Hence we turn to you, alumni, knowing that you want to see The Prism among the
first college annuals.
To those who graduated before The Prisms
were published we would say: Buy one, see
how the university has grown, show it to your
friends and you will find it one of the best
advertising mediums for IleW students that
there is. For those who have graduated since
'95 we will simply say: You have been
through the mill, you know our needs, we hope
you will subscribe.
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The annual course of lectures before the students of the University of Maine Law School
will begin on Feb. 9, when Hon. Louis C.
Southard of Boston will begin his series on
Medico-Legal Relations. Mr. Southard will
deliver two lectures on alternate weeks until the
course is completed, after which he will begin
another series on Expert Testimony. The lectures given by Mr. Southard were largely
attended last year by physicians and lawyers,
and it is expected he will have even larger audiences this term.
'82.
Charles S. Bickford of Belfast was in Bangor, Jan. 24 and 25, attending the meeting of
the Maine Press Association being held in that
city. After the dose of the session Mr. Bickford visited Orono and called on friends at the
college.
'86.
Mr. Geo. G. Barker of Chicago. Ill., has accepted the position of draftsman with the
Deering Harvesting Machine Co. of that city.
At the annual meeting of the Connecticut
Civil Engineers and Surveyors Association,
held in Hartford. Jan. 9, Mr. Edwin D. Graves
was unanimously re-elected president for the
year 19oo. Mr. Graves has received much
praise for the way he has conducted the affairs
of the association during the past year, and his
re-election to the presidency was an honor to
which he was justly entitled.
The annual address to the association was
delivered by President Graves. He said in
part: "The close of the year 1899 marks a
very important epoch in the affairs of this
country. We have, as a nation, taken a new
place among the great nations of the earth, and
business prosperity has been almost unprecedented. We have seen prices assume their
normal level and in many cases rise above it.
Such prosperity in general business naturally
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brings good times to our profession. The past
year has been one of great financial prosperity,
for us, and the outlook for the year 19oo is
very promising. Civil engineers have well
grounded claims to professional recognition.
By education and training the engineer is a
man of high professsional knowledge and
oftentimes has spent more years on his education than he would in some so-called learned
profession. Our profession is slowly but surely
gaining the recognition which belongs to us
and we shall some of us see the day when we
shall fill our true place in the great stage of
action and be respected and paid accordingly."
Immediately at the close of the session the
annual dinner took place at the Allyn House.
President Graves presided and acted as toastmaster. Mr. Graves is at present one of the
most successful civil engineers in southern New
England. He has made an enviable reputation
as a designing engineer, having had charge of
three important bridges over the Connecticut
river, one at Thompsonville, Conn., one at
White River Junction, Vt., and one at Middletown. Conn. He is at present employed as
chief engineer of the Hartford Bridge District
Commission, which has accepted his design for
the new bridge about to be built across the
Connecticut at Hartford. The Berlin Iron
Bridge Co., who have the contract for thi‘i
bridge, speak very highly of his ability as an
engineer. In the December number of "Berlin
Bridges and Buildings" they say of him :
"Mr. Graves is eminently fitted for his position,
as his education and experience well qualify
him for this important trust. We have no
hesitation in saying, after an experience of over
twenty years in the designing and building of
highway bridges, that the bridge which we
built from the designs of Mr. Graves is one of
the best, if not the best highway bridge. in the
world."

has secured a position with a New York corporation which has in view the construction of
a railroad to be known as the Morency &
Southern, to run through parts of Arizona and
New Mexico. Mr. Greenwood recently finished
nearly a year's work at Millinocket, where he
went shortly after returning from Virginia,
where he did considerable work. It is probable
that Mr. Greenwood will be absent about a
year.

E. E. Greenwood. C. E., left Skowhegan,
Jan. 26, for El Paso, Texas. Mr. Greenwood

The engagement of Olive Wallis Swan of
Beverly and Merton Eugene Ellis, also of

The committee appointed to devise means
for providing a water supply for the city of St.
Joseph, Mo., have retained Mr. J. R. Rackliffe,
city engineer of St. Joseph, as consulting engineer. Mr. Rackliffe was not appointed a
member of the committee, but recognizing the
necessity of having the benefit of his services
and counsel, they requested him to act with
them, and when the committee organized he
was elected to the office of secretary.
In a recent report the committee acknowledged that it owed a debt of gratitude to Mr.
Rackliffe for the untiring zeal manifested by
him. and the efficient labor performed in connection with their work.•
H. V. Starrett of Warren is employed in the
revision of the Maine Register for 19oo and
1901. Mr. Starrett is at present working in
the towns of Waldo county.
Ex-'93.
Within a few weeks friends of Mr. W. C.
Hammatt, residing in Bangor, have received
from him photographs of interesting views
along the route of the Mexican Central railroad. Mr. Hammatt is a division engineer. in
the employ of this road and at present is superintending- one of the largest engineering enterprises ever undertaken in Mexico.
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Beverly, formerly of Guilford, Me., is announced.
Ex-'95.
Owing to the increasing popularity of the
commercial course at the Bangor High School,
it has been found necessary to add another
teacher so that a new arrangement of studies
can be made. School Supt. Snow has engaged
Mr. William 0. Sawtelle of Bangor, a graduate
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
to fill this new position. Mr. Sawtelle possesses
more than ordinary ability, and having had besides his college course, the advantage of several years of postgraduate study, he is a valuable addition to the faculty of the school. He
will teach certain branches of mathematics and
assist Prof. Damon in physics and chemistry.
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Announcement is made of the marriage of
Harrison Pratt Merrill of Boston to Miss
Maud May Ellis of Stillwater. Me., which took
place in Boston on Jan. 24. Mr. and Mrs.
Merrill are at home at 54 Beacon St., Chelsea,
Mass.
In a separate column will be found an interesting letter recently received from Lieut.
Dana T. Merrill, who is serving in the Philippines.
Howard Brett of Bangor has been appointed
captain of Co. G, 2nd Regiment of the Maine
National Guards. He went to Augusta, Jan.
22, and successfully passed the required examination and received his commission.
Charles C. Whittier visited friends on the
campus, Jan. 24.
R. H. Carlton and E. S. Mosher are taking
the students' expert course in the shops of the
General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.
Wallace E. Belcher has entered the employ
of the Keystone Bridge Co. of Pittsburg, Pa.,
as draftsman in the designing department.

'98.
The marriage of William Lawrence Holyoke
of Bath, formerly of Brewer, and Miss Helen
Josephine Currier of Brewer took place at
6 o'clock on Wednesday, Jan. 17, at the residence of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Currier, 87 Main St. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. John Tinling, pastor of the
Methodist church, in the presence of a large
tbridesfriends.
The
relatives
and
gathering of
LETTER.
maid was Miss Sadie Dole of Holden and the
best man, Charles Everett Holyoke, brother of
Paruque. Luzon. P. I.,
the groom. The bride was charmingly gowned
Thanksgiving, 1899.
in white silk and carried daybreak pinks. The
wedding march was played by the sister of the Dear Brother:
Recently we have received our first mail for
bride, Mrs. Frank McCormick.
The groom is well and favorably known in a month and I will this day take time to answer
Brewer. He now holds the responsible posi- your letters and to give a few details of the
tion of superintendent of the Bath Gas Com- campaign for the past few weeks. * * *
pany. The bride is one of Brewer's best This Thanksgiving is very different from anyknown young ladies. For the past three years thing I could have even dreamed of a year or
she has been organist of the Methodist church. so ago, yet the weather. while still hot at midThere were many beautiful presents from rela- day, is temperate on the whole and at night one
tives and friends in Bangor. Boston, Portland requires two blankets for warmth. I can
and Brewer. Mr. and Mrs. Holyoke left on think of nothing to compare the weather with
the eight o'clock train Wednesday night for but a warm "Indian summer- and we will have
three months of this. * * *
their future home in Bath.
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1 can state that this war is over, so far as
organized resistance is concerned, for Aguinaldo with a small personal following is fleeing
to the north, closly pursued by our cavalry, and
the last large body of insurgents in central
Luzon were completely routed by Col. Bell and
all their artillery, seven modern guns, captured
with large amounts of stores and ammunition.
All the archives of the so-called government,
paper,
insurgent
the "Independencio,"
"Aggie's" heir and mother, and a large amount
of treasure were taken by the cavalry further
north. * * * At the time of our advance
up the railroad, two other columns had started,
to act on conjunction, one from San Isidro tinder Gen. Lawton, one from Dagupan under
Gen. Wheaton, and our own under Gen. MacArthur. No serious resistanCe was met anywhere and the movement has resulted in clearing the central provinces of Luzon. besides
large captures of arms and supplies. The railroad is held by us for its whole length, and is
in operation in sections, the insurgents'
attempts to destroy rolling stock proving unavailing in the face of Yankee ingenuity. Some
of our trains are odd-looking indeed, with an
engine scarred and twisted by collision, minus
a cow-catcher or cab, and pulling a train of cars
which have the woodwork entirely burned off,
in )11 roofing serving as floors. Our rations are
brought up by rail and this is of vital importance to the success of the campaign.
Today for dinner I was served with a caribou
steak, my first fresh meat, excepting chicken,
for over a month, but with good bacon one is
fairly well satisfied.
Yesterday a flying column started from here
at 2.30 A. M., under Gen. Wheeler, for a town
ten miles away, where an insurgent general
was reported with a few men. I succeeded in
obtaining permission to go as engineering officer for the 0)11111111. which consisted of but two
companies. The march at night was very hard
and the road a mere trail, in many places prac-

tically impassible and when the objective was
reached at 9 A. M. not an insurgent was seen,
nor any indications that there had ever been
any in town. I had recently secured a pony
and rode most of the way, counting the horse's
steps in order to get distances. The country
passed through was wild and rough, with high
grass often towering twenty feet over the trail.
The people evidently were of a different tribe
than those we had met before and live very
primitively, and although no Americans, if indeed any white people had ever been there
before,they expressed little surprise and seemed
very friendly, eagerly selling supplies to the
troops. Their communication with other sections must be entirely cut off during the rainy
season, and at this season instead of carts they
use wooden sleds. I made my notes as we
went along and shall make up a map later. I
have had much experience in topography since
we left Angeles, being detailed as engineering
officer for the 12th regiment, and on a march
have the liberty to go anywhere I please and
am therefore enabled to see about everything
worth looking at. Our days of Teal "hiking"
are over, for the 12th will garrison towns along
a certain section of the railroad and from these
towns doubtless send out small detachments
after "lodrones" and above all to occupy distant towns for short periods in order to show
the people that Americans are not such
monsters as the insurgents and Spaniards,
more particularly the latter, have pictured
them. While on a march our troops are not
allowed out of column and nothing is taken but
what is fully paid for. Looting is practically
unknown today, although it is a very difficult
thing to stop all illegal seizures by hungry or
covetous soldiers—and I will admit that the
temptation is very great to capture a loose
chicken or to pick up a pony. Still when an
offender is caught it goes very hard with him.
My boy, Ropino, buys all my extra food and
I will wager earns his salary on that saving
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alone, for of all robbers in a bargain, a native
or a "chino" are the worst. I found this by
hard experience and so have quit buying. I
intend if possible to bring Ropino back with
me and I imagine that he will prove interesting
to the people in the "other world."
The former president of the Filipino Congress was captured in this town and has since
remained here with his family, which includes
several fine looking girls. As they have a
piano, the officers have been invited over a
good deal and I have enjoyed their native songs
very much. Their true song of a lost cause is
the "Independencio" sung in Tagalog and although the music is not what we would conskier inspiring or impressive, yet it is odd and
"catchy." They have also several marches in
honor of their generals, Aguinaldo, Mascardo,
Macabulas and Luna, which are very good.
The composer of the "Independencio" played,
and really he would create quite a stir in
America, judging from his work on that
rickety old piano.
Although the war is virtually over, guerrillas
warfare will keep up some time yet and the
country will never be safe for an unarmed man,
for a native is naturally a liar and about as
much a thief, the transition being very slight
from an "inserrecto" to a "lodrone," if, indeed,
there ever has been any difference. So a pistol
is as good a friend as ever and will continue
to be so. In fact so far as I have been able to
learn this island has always been bandit-ridden
to a large extent. It is the old story of
"friends when strong, but God pity the weak."
Several of our curious soldiers have wandered
away unarmed, and have never returned, being
found in some cases chopped to pieces by Women.
A good example of the church power here
is afforded in this town where a little black
native padre has practically all the people under
his thumb, not only of Paruque but for somq
miles around, and as very little goes on in town
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outside of the church his power is very great
with the people. * * * American control
will inevitably lessen church revenues and stop
forced labor. * * * I did not have time
to finish this on the 30th, as I was ordered off
on a twenty-four hours' scouting trip with
seventeen men, to search for a suitable road
for transportation to a town called St. Ygnacio,
15 miles to the west. We started at 2.30
P. M. and arrived at Sulupa at 8, coming into
town after dark, after a horrible march
through mud and rice fields. * * * Camping that night at Sulupa we started at 6.30
A. M. for St. Ygnacio and, after an hour's
march, found the road impracticable, and so
after looking about a bit I ordered the detachment to return. In the ii hours of marching
we covered about 25 miles. No signs of insurgents were seen except at one place where
twenty or thirty bolo-men had lived. I enjoy
a "hike" like this very much as the country is
always interesting and plenty of chickens and
eggs can be bought to help out the ration. I
still remember my supper prepared by Ropino
—bacon, eggs, fried onions, hardtack and
coffee, and food never tasted better. At one
point we met a couple of minstrels going to a
fiesta at a neighboring town and I had them
take out their rude instruments, violin and
guitar, and give us a few tunes; really their
music was very good.
Insurgents are mighty hard to locate just
now, but scouts are being organized all around
and many of their officers and officials have
been captured or have given themselves
Still our service from now on will be hard.
much like that on the western frontiers in the
early days, unless complete pacification can be
brought about, which does not seem possible.
I have no doubts as to the richness and
fertility of this island and the crops of rice and
sugar cane are something amazing. All rice
is first planted and after a time is transplanted
and is harvested stalk by stalk, by hand; still
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labor is abundant and everyone works in the
rice-paddies, men, women and children.
I am a bit "shy- on luxuries but the train
service vill be regular in a few days and then
articles can be obtained here about as well as
in Manila.
Dana T. Merrill,
1st Lieut. Co. K, i2th U. S. Infantry.
1.
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THE PRODUCTION OF COKE.
It is well known to everybody that a great
quantity of valuable matter goes to waste in
nearly every form of manufacture, which
should they be recovered would increase the
profit of the industry of which they are the byproducts. This is very marked in the production of coke, and to a somewhat less extent in
the manufacture of illuminating gas.
It will be my endeavor in this short article
to show the waste in these two industries.
The old form of coke oven, known as the
beehive oven, is very crude. It is cone shaped,
made of fire brick and cemented on the inside,
there being a hole in the top by which it is
charged, while at various places along the side
are openings loosely filled with brick. The
bottom of the oven is raised to a red heat, then
fine coal put in; this coal becoming heated,
more coal is added and heated in its turn. In
this way the oven is filled, the brick being
cemented when it is thought that sufficient air
has been admitted. The charge consists of
alxmt five tons and takes about four days to
coke it. When the flames cease to escape from
the roof, all openings are cemented over, and
the oven kept closed for about twelve hours.
Then the doors are opened, the coke removed
and quenched. The efficiency of the oven is
about fifty per cent.
The form of ovens now coming into use are
called Retort Coke Ovens. They are of two
kinds, the Semet-Solvey, in which the flue is

horizontal, and the Otto-Hofman, in which the
flue is vertical.
It is the Semet-Solvey which we will consider. It is about fifteen years since these
ovens were introduced and used at Mons, Belgium. They were six in number. The practicability of the system proved satisfactory. At
the end of 1897 there were thirteen hundred
in existence. In this country there are three
hundred, the remainder being in Germany,
France, England and Belgium. A complete
description of the Semet-Solvey oven would
take too much space, so I will only give a few
points as to its construction.
One of the important points to notice is, that
the coal is heated in retorts similar to those
used at gas works, except that the fuel which
is used is the gas which has been recovered
from former coking. The tar, ammonia, benzene, cyanide and gas are recovered, while in
the beehive oven these products escape into
the air. The efficiency of the retort oven in
coke alone is about seventy-five per cent., while
the time of coking is greatly reduced.
From the description of the two forms of
ovens one can see the amount that must go to
waste in the use of the beehive oven. To better
realize what humanity has been deprived of,
let us look at the government report for the
year 1897, showing the coal coked in beehive
ovens in this country and then let us note the
results had the same coal been coked in retort
ovens.
Beehive Retort Coke
Ovens.
Ovens.
Tons of coal coked.. 22.140,000 22,I 40,000
Tons of coke produced 13.288,984 15.940.000
Value of coke at $2
26,577.968 31,880.000
per ton
4,428,000
Value of tar
8,856,000
..
ammonia
of
Value
8,o2o,000
Value of cyanides ..
4,428,000
Value of benzene
8,856,000
gas
of
Value
Total .. .. • • • •$26,577,968 $66,468,000
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Difference in favor of retort oven, 39,890,032.
It will be seen by these figures that the saying in coke alone is over 2,000.000 tons, or
$5.000,000.
The same facts which show themselves in the
production of coke hold true in the production
of illuminating gas, but to a less degree.
In the ordinary gas works, in order to purify
the gas, the tar, ammonia, cyanide and benzene must be removed. This is done and the
coal tar which is recovered is sold for about
$20 per ton.
To notice the great waste let us look at some
results of analysis which were made upon coal
tar from Bangor gas works:
Masonry--Steel Construction, Docks, Bridges

EDWIN DWIGHT GRAVES
Member American Society of Civil Engineers
Consultation Solicited

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Ammonical liquor 248 lbs. per ton.
Pure benzene, 44tbs. at 40c
$ 17.67
50 per cent. benzene, 36 lb at 20C
7.20
Solvent naphtha, 4011)5. at 90c
8.00
Napthalene cryst., 96 Its at we
9.60
Napthalene sub. and pure, 32 lbs. at
$1.50
48.00
Carbolic acid, pure, 48 lbs. at 3oc..
14.40
Carbolic acid, crude, 38 lbs. at 12C....
4.56
Anthracene, com., 36 lbs. at $1.50
54.00
Pitch, 1516 tbs. at 6c
78.96
Total
$232.79
Less $20, which is received for tar. $212.79
This analysis shows us a loss of $216.79 for
every ton of coal tar sold, not counting the
ammonical liquor and numberless other
products which can be obtained from the same
coal tar.
The question which is now asked: Is there
a market for these by-products? And we answer thus: There is not enough coke produced at present to meet the demand. One
could enjoy riding in steam cars were it not

Everybody is Talking
ABOUT CLR GREAT WE Of
CUMG ME.n RUN
WEAR

y2,

Clothin
IF YOU HAVE NOT EXAMINED
IT, YOU SHOULD DO SO.
Every garment of our own manufacture.
fit and fabric right.

)rt Coke
yens.
,140,000
.940,00°

,880,000
,428,000
,856,000
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Style,

For eleven years we have enjoyed a big patronage
from U. of M. and we are yet to hear a word of
dissatisfaction.
Not how cheap, but how Awn', is our motto.
REGULAR STUDENT'S DISCOUNT.

,020,000

,428,000

,856,000

4689000

Standard Clothing Co.,
J. F. CROWLEY, Manager.

114 West Market Sq., Bangor, Mc.
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for the smoke and cinders. By the use of coke
we would not be troubled from this source.
The smoke given off from the great number of
factories in the city coul(l. be avoided. While
there is no change in the realm of metallurgical
science, which 1611 so revolutionize the process
of steel and iron making as will the introduction of the retort coke oven. The pitch obtained from the distillation of the coal tar can
be used for roofing, making roads and in
various other ways.
But what will we do with so much ammonia? This will be a Godsend to the farmer,
whose fields are suffering for want of nitrogen.
The ammonia will be converted into the sulphate, which will largely replace sodium nitrate
as a fertilizer.
Once a plentiful supply of benzene, tolnene,
etc., is assured in this country, the analine color
manufacture will succeed.
A cheap and plentiful supply of cyanide will
enable mining engineers to work gold fields
where it has been hitherto impossible.
The other products have their value as well
as the ones mentioned. We will find that with
increase in the supply there will be an increase
in the demand. And let us hope that the time
will soon come when the people of this country will realize and prevent the devastation, not
only in the production of coke and illuminating
gas, but in every other form of manufacture.
For by so doing the commercial relations and
financial condition of our nation will be greatly
improved.

NOTICE.
All those desiring to compete for positions
on TIIE CAMPUS Board for the next year must
submit to the managing editor, before Feb.
15th, an original editorial of at least five hundred words. Contributions should be signed
with name of author.

,1-14-1-44
Extract from a junior's letter:
Mr. Photographer,
Dear Sir: The outline on a whole is very
good, but if the nose were made to look a little
after the Romanesque order, the mouth narrowed to normal proportions, the chin elevated
to an angle of forty-five degrees, the picture
would be more satisfactory. Please fashion
accordinov.
THIS IS AN AGE OF LOW PRICES AND
GREAT VALUES.

Cabinet Photos, $1.50 per dozen.
Cabinet Photos, $2.50 per dozen.

Frank C. Weston,

tilossy finish.
Dull finish.

PHOTBOAIWIVER,

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Sterling Silver, Opera Glasses, Novelties,
Etc.
Bridge,
S. L. Rogers, kenduskeag
BANGOR.

To Punt and Make Good Gains, Call on

Larry Gibbons, Custom Tailor
Clothing Cleansed, Pressed and Repaired
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
I also carry a fine line of
Ready-flade Clothing and Gents' Furnishings

Fine line of samples to select from.
I guarantee a good fit.
Workmanship first-class.
Bring in your cloth and have a suit made.

H. F. GIBBONS, No. 7 Folsom Block, Old Town.
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Optical Specialist,
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Special Discount to Students.

24 AND 26 CENTRAL STREET •
•
•
•
BANGOR, ME.
•
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Diamonds, * Watches, * Clocks,
jewelry, Silverware and Spectacles.
Watch Repairing, LngraNring and JeNselr) lanufacturing.
COR. MAIN AND HAMMOND STS.,

BANGOR, ME.

3. fi. T. Weferling
* (henna cafe, *
oi

Main Street, Bangor, Maine.
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2ciat1cti4i0/OUTFITTERS TO MEN AND BOYS.
OUT THEY GO!
Every day we are pushing new things into marching line, preparatory
to stock taking. It seems almost reckless to put such ridiculously low
prices on staple goods, that at wholesale are climbing skyward in
kangaroo-like jumps. But it has always been our policy to do things
different from the other fellow. We have a big stock; we want to move
it, and we know of no better way than by cutting prices. Therefore we
we will give

t made.

20 per cent, discount to students instead of 10 per cent, during
the month of February only.

own.

BENOIT CLOTHING CO., 20 State St., Bangor, Ile.
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We claim
to Sell Best
Goods at
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Prices
in both

Is Your Life
Insured?

Comparison at
Oak Hall.

If not, why not?

Carpets and
Ft rniture.

Don't delay but call on

J. 0. WHITCOMB,
111 OAK HALL,

G. H.

• SELL
• EVEI
TO
SLR
•

•ON,
and let him show you some of the Equitable's
New Guaranteed Cash Value Policies.

Call
and
See
How We
Do It.

• WE

Oakes & Co., 44. The Equitable Life Assurance Society

No. 2 State St.,
4.1G*

Next to Post Office.

OF NEW YORK.

"Strongest in the world." Surplus $62,000,000

• SIT
ON,
• WAL
•
• ON•

•
4
'
1

H. M. BURNHAM,

A. J. DURGIN,

Druggist and Apothecary.
Bookseller and Stationer.

DEALER IN

Furniture,

Hardware,

Agent for Kodak Cameras. Photographic Supplies.
19 CENTRE ST., OLD TOWN, ME.

DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,

E. H. MARTIN,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

Livery and Sale Stable.

14 and 20 Main St.,

ORONO, MAINE

E.

me

GI

BUCKBOARDS A SPECIALTY.
MILL STREET,

-

ORONO, MAINE.

UNION STEAM LAUNDRY.
Finely Equipped—Most Careful Employees.
Laundry Bags,
W. R. BARTLETT, 209 OAK HALL,
Lists and
f oF H. A. HATCH, BETA HOUSE.
N. H. ADAMS, SPEARIN'S HOUSE.
Information
Work Collected Monday, delivered Thursday; Collected Thursday, delivered
Saturday. The only laundry "on'the Campus," which makes two
Collections a Week.

Fore4
Cash dis

GEO. E. WEBSTER, Prop.
134 [lain Street,

OLD TOWN, ME.
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GRANITE BLOCK
0

We do up to date

W. Ft. Snlley,

/MINE.
Tailoring in all its

RY.

WELL

; Furniture,
.
; DRESSED
i
Carpets,
;
:
Draperies. i
i•.
+ f 7vEN
.
.

E T FERNALD,

Supplies.

BANGOR, MAINE.

9

i '
,

T
t'
1'

branches.

No. 9 STATE STREET, BANGOR, ME.

Foreign and Domestic Woolens.
CONFIRMED STYLES.

E. F. DILLINGHAM,

STERLING SILVER

SUCCESSOR TO

DAVID BUGBEE & CO.
dcli‘,

Cash discount of ten per cent. to students.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,

GRANITE BLOCK,

13 Hammond Street,
FINE ENGRAVING.

N, ME.

EAST MARKET SQUARE,

BANGOR.

Bangor

THE CAMPUS

JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON, the
Custom tailors,

000000000000

Walk=Over $3.50.
Shoe

Manufacturers of Fine Ready Made Clothing,
U. of M. Cadet Uniforms, and Costumes of all kinds.

000000000000

$5.00 Quality in Can, Patent
Ember and Calf for $3.50.

Our Men's Furnishing Department
IS COMPLETE WITH ALL THE
NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON.

We have a new Shining Stand.

If there is anything new in the market we
are sure to have it.

.. . FREE

SHINE ...

TO ALL OUR PATRONS.

Special Discount of io per cent. to all
students.

Mitchell

JAMES A. ROBINSON 8.L SON,

Chissell,

Sign of the Big Gold Boot,

Manufacturing Clothiers,

60 MAIN STREET,

Wheelwright & Clark's Block,

Glol

BANGOR, ME.

Bangor.

*50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

•PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention in probably patentable. Conimunientions atrictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through 5Iunn & Co. receive
special notfre, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientific journal. Terms. /.3 a
year: four months. $1. Sold by all newsdealeni.

MUNN & Co

36 1 Broadway,

New York

Branch office, 425 F St., Wa.shington, D.(.

WATCH REPAIRING!
All work first-class and warranted.
No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's psescriptions
filled.

ADOLF PFAFF

25 HAMMOND STREET,
BANGOR, MAINE.

Book Binding.
We bind any kind of a Magazine
or Book in any style of Binding. We do it well and at
prices to suit you. Mail orders
will receive prompt attention.
Write for prices.

F. A. LANDERS1

Pubiic Library Building,
BANGOR, ME.

WE CO]

Bz
and 0
SI

C.

IF YOU WANT A GOOD . .

Photograph
szine/46c
BANGOR,

MAINE.

Nil
SPEI
Public

THE CAMP US
AD)

HELLENBRAD

00000

OLD TOWN, ME.,

UP-TO-DATE ot FURNISHERS.

0000

I
ALL TZ LATELS
IN

It

Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear.

Special inducements in way of discounts to U. of M. Students.

HELLENBRAND & CO., Old Town, Me.

-RONS.

Globe Steam Laundry,

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PORTLAND, MAINE.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS EXPOSITION, 1889,
AND THE CHICAGO EXPOSITION AWARD.

STEEL PENS.

THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS.
THE LARGEST

2, ME.

AND BEST EQUIPPED
•

LAUNDRY
IN THE STATE.
•
+•-•-•-•-•-•••-••••••••••••S•
Eagazine

if Bindand at
1 orders
tention.
&lading,

ME.

WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING AND DELIVER

Baskets at Alpha, Mt. Vernon Houses,
and Oak Hall.
Slips, Bags, Etc., can be obtained of

C. H. LOMBARD, Agent,

Photographs,

Cameras,
Photographic Supplies
Pictures and Frames.

WORK GUARANTEED.

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS.
INE.

111.011111!....

t

Che Ceading Photographer,
BANGOR, MAINE.

°

Art Photos in Carbon and Platino Type.
CATERS SPECIALLY FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

205 OAK HALL.

ph

Heath

J. F. GERRITY ec CO.,
Public Library Building.

BANGOR, MAINE.

Rensselaer
technic
0 .
e4,_04,Poly
oe, institute,
Troy, N.Y.
Loma examinations provided for. Send for a Catalogue.

New Books.
Harkness' Complete Latin Grammar.
Harkness' Short Latin Grammar.
Willoughby's Rights and Duties of American Citizenship.
Tanner and Allen's Anal“ical Geometr).
CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS
FURNISHED UPON APPLICATION.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
Publishers of School and College Text Books.
BOSTON, MASS.
93 Summer Street,

THE CAMPUS
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+
+ Watch us! We are after your money!
+
+
+

We don't want to separate you from it by giving you chloroform, but we will exchange the

+
*

sis

Best and Lowest Priced Clothing

+
+ in the country for it.

.+

You don't believe it? Then come in and see! But mind you, we are going to aim a +
+ "Solar Plexus" at your pocket book. Don't dodge.for we mean business and are bound to catch you for a

4e
+
+
+
more for your money than you oto

+
1st
.40
+
44, or a pair of Shoes, or a Cadet Uniform.

4-*

MART
OAK IIS OU

44.

t ,
Sweater
Suit, Overcoat or S

Yes, we will do this by giving you
our competitors by doing our own work and no rent to pay. +
undersell
to
+ can ever get elsewhere. We are enable

$ 8.50 +

Nobby Winter Fancy Checl: Cassamere Suit, $12.00 for
+ Handsome Brown Covert Cloth Top Coat, $12.00 for
+
ripe and juicy.

$io.00 ++

+ and many more plums equally
+
If you can't withstand temptation don't look at these goods, for the bargains are so tempting that before +
+
+ you know it you are suited, sold and satisfied.
+
Special discount to students and faculty.
*
+
+

LEVEILLE BROS., The Wide=Awake Clothiers it
*
+
+
NEAR MANE CENTRAL DEPOT, WM,114A011E.
+
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Cotrell & Leonard,
472 to 478 Broadway, ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF

raps, 6owns and hoods
to Yale, Harvard, Princeton. Columbia, University of
New York, Wellesley, University of Chicago, University
of Michigan, University of Minn., University of Wis.,
Williams, Dartmouth, Amherst, Tufts. Trinity, University of Vt.. Johns Hopkins. Mt. Holyoke College,
Bates, Colby, Bowdoin and others.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, fleasure Blanks, etc.,
on Application.
Makers Under the New Inter-Collegiate

Cap, Gown and Hood System.
fiowns for the Pulpit and Bench,
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The waters in these remote regions are fairly alive
• with gamey fish, the speckled square tailed trout, sal• urn, pickerel, togue, bass and perch.
• The shipment of game by visiting sportsmen from our
•
O .tations greater than from all New England put toether. shipped in open season of l8118, 3377 Deer,292;
. Moose,68 Caribou, 14 Bears. Througn trains with Pull.
man Buffet cars into the very heart of the wilderness ?
•
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MARTIN,

Full line of samples

OAK HALL,
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can always be
seen there.

IS OUR AGENT.
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you 470

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES IN GENTLEI1EN'S SHOES.

pay.

8.50

0.00
fore stia

HOMSTEAD'S

21 Hammond St., Bangor.
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MOON & CRATTY, Proprietors, Bangor.
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. ot Favorite Hotel of College lien.

•
You ,
will like it
;
;
When you try it.
Everybody does.
Ask somebody.
I And Many Others
Ask anybody.
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WE ARE SHOWING FOR OUR HOLIDAY TRADE

The Hottest Line
of -Fancy Shirts
in French Percales ever shown in town. They are all right.
ALSO A LARGE LINE OF

fine novelties in neckwear.
We are Headquarters
for e‘CO thing in the

Furnishing Goods Line.
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Wiley Clothing
9 HAMMOND STREET, BANGOR.
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